QoS-aware applications have become urgently demanded especially in service oriented computing environment. Specifying software architectures of QoS-aware applications is not a trivial task because such architectures are complex and dynamic, evolving at runtime according to QoS values and changes. To specify architectures of QoS-aware applications requires to solve two problems i.e. how to specify QoS in the architectures and how to specify the dynamism of the architectures. The dynamism of the architectures can be modelled with primitive actions of Archware π-ADL. In this paper, through the definition of QoS enhanced architecture styles, π-ADL is extended with QoS specifications to facilitate the architecture modelling of QoS-aware applications, in which QoS specifications are handled as first class entities. The QoS-based architectural mismatch check is developed to detect some QoS violations at the stage of architecture design. A case study is given to illustrate how to describe QoS-aware architectures and how to do the QoS-based architectural mismatch check.
INTRODUCTION
QoS (Quality of Service), which is relevant to non-functional requirement of software, is significant in software development. A high quality software should not only fulfil assigned functions but also satisfy certain non-functional requirements i.e. QoS.
In recent years, QoS-aware applications [17] have become urgently demanded especially in service oriented computing (SOC) environment. They
RELATED WORK 2.1. QoS Modelling
QoS modelling is discussed in many articles. Andreas Ulbrich et al [28] model QoS in QoS mechanism composition at design-time and runtime. Kenneth Chan et al [2] propose a model driven framework through the UML and CIM to generate implementations of QoS-aware applications together with instrumentation for QoS monitoring and management. Tom Ritter et al [26] present a generic model driven approach to enable QoS modelling and realization for component based middleware platforms. S. Fround et al [10] present a QoS modelling language for general purposes as well as a mechanism to transfer the model into runtime QoS data. Miguel [7] provides general framework for the description of QoS in UML. Frank Eliassen et al [8] introduce an open source component middleware platform which is prototyped by the QuA project team at Simula Research Laboratory to support QoS sensitive applications.
Most of these QoS models act as design utilities but are unable to be checked automatically. However, in our work, we developed the QoS based architectural mismatch check to detect some QoS inconsistencies and violations at the stage of architecture design. Moreover, these works integrate QoS models with UML but our work focuses on specifying QoS in software architectures by integrating QoS models with ADL.
ADLs
Differences of ADLs have been discussed in the literature [19] . Most of ADLs are concerned about functional features of architectures such as structures and behaviours but ignore QoS aspects of architectures. Specification of nonfunctional properties is supported in some approaches, including META-H, RAPIDE, ACME, Weaves, and π-ADL. However, the support in these approaches is rather limited. META-H [22] and RAPIDE [6, 27] only support performance related attributes, such as execution processor, clock period and timing, while our work supports generic QoS attributes. ACME [4] and Weaves [12, 13] allow association of arbitrary annotations with components but they are uninterpretable. In contrast, QoS specifications in our work are checkable.
Besides, π-ADL [21, 9, 20, 1] , an innovative architecture description language proposed by Archware European Project, also does not take QoS into account. To overcome this shortcoming, Archware proposes π-AAL [25, 15] to express constraints in architectures. Nevertheless, π-AAL is powerful to express various constraints such as deadlock-free and fairness, but constraints represented with π-AAL are separate from architecture descriptions and are not accessible to architecture descriptions.
BACKGROUND 3.1. π-ADL
Archware π-ADL is selected as the basis of our work because of its express power and extensibility. For one thing, Archware π-ADL supports not only the static configuration of architectural elements but also dynamic composition and decomposition at runtime. In this way, it is suitable for the description of QoSaware architecture which is a dynamic architecture. For another, Archware π-ADL is defined as a layered language, whose outer layer, called σπ-ADL, provides the style constructs, from which the base component-connector style and other derived styles can be defined [21] . In Archware approach, when a style is defined, it is possible to associate a new syntax; thus the style provides a more specialized architecture description language [3] . The layered definition of π-ADL also allows to easily extend the type system with new base types and new type constructors [21] so that QoS concepts can be defined as new types with the base types and constructors.
Archware π-ADL [21, 9, 20, 1] , based on the high order π-calculus algebra [23, 18, 24, 5] , is a well-formed extension of π-calculus for defining a calculus of communicating and mobile architectural elements. These architectural elements are defined in terms of behaviours which can express not only the interaction protocols between architectural elements but also internal computation. Behaviours can be connected through connections, along which values can be transmitted. And behaviours are described using operators similar to π-calculus for expressing sequence, choice, composition, replication and matching. Architectural constituents are defined by composing behaviours, communicating through connections. An architecture is itself an architectural element. Moreover, π-ADL provides a mechanism for reusing parameterized behaviour definitions which can be embedded in abstractions. Such abstractions are instantiated as behaviours by application.
π-AAL
Our work also makes use of π-AAL [25, 15] to implement the QoS based architectural mismatch check. π-AAL is an architecture analysis language based on the µ-calculus in order to specify and support the verification of architecture-related semantic properties. In π-AAL, an architectural property is specified in terms of logical formulas comprising: predicate formulas, action formulas, regular formulas, and state formulas. Predicate formulas are constructed using data variables, data operators, functions and predicate operators; Action formulas are written with actions over a set of connections and data values; Regular formulas simplify the expression of action sequences with regular expressions defined over action formulas using regular operators; State formulas extend action formulas using modal operators and parameterized fixed point operators.
To support π-AAL based verification, Archware provides two verification tools, model checking tool and theorem proving tool. The model checking tool is based on CADP [14] . And the theorem proving tool is implemented in XSB Prolog. Generally, theorem proving approach is used for static structural analysis, i.e. the process of deriving theorems from axioms while model checking approach is used for state-based dynamic behaviour property verification.
OUR APPROACH
In this paper, π-ADL is extended with a QoS specification framework and handle QoS values as first class entities in architecture descriptions. When modelling software architectures, traditional component-connector view is adopted but QoS specification is associated with architectural elements such as components, connectors, and ports. Moreover, the QoS based architectural mismatch check is implemented with π-AAL. The rest of this section will explain these concepts in detail.
QoS Specification Framework
Modelling QoS in software architectures is a central concern in this paper. For the sake of defining diversified QoS characteristics, a subset of meta concepts presented in [26, 7, 10, 2] is utilized in our approach. Figure 1 shows the relation of these concepts.
QoS Characteristic is a quantifiable aspect of QoS, which is defined independently of the means by which it is represented or controlled [16] . QoS Characteristic is a core concept to build QoS specification. QoS Characteristics are quantified with some specific parameters and methods.
QoS categories, grouping QoS Characteristics into different subjects, may serve as a hierarchical repository, enabling the QoS Characteristics to be reused in different projects.
QoS Dimensions are atomic elements to model QoS. A QoS Dimension is determined by its data type, its unit, and the ordering. The data types of dimensions are real, enumeration and set. The ordering including values of increasing and decreasing indicates which value is considered as a better value. Increasing means that a greater value of the dimension is superior while decreasing means that a lower value is optimal. Every QoS characteristic is represented by one or more QoS Dimensions. A default dimension of every QoS characteristic is the dimension named value which stores the composite value of other dimensions. A key part of a QoS characteristic is a evaluation formula serving for calculating the value of the whole QoS characteristic from its dimensions. Of course, as for the QoS characteristic with only one default dimension, its value and evaluation formula can be omitted. For example, the QoS characteristic availability can be simply modelled by a possibility, or by two dimensions, MTTR (mean time to repair), MTTF (mean time to failure), and a evaluation formula, MTTF/(MTTF + MTTR).
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Qos Specification in Software Architecture for QoS-aware Applications A QoS value is an instance of a QoS characteristic with specific values to its dimensions. And a QoS specification, associated with a architectural element, is a set of QoS values, determining a constraint to an architectural element. A QoS specification is of the type, a required QoS, a provided QoS or simply a contract. A required QoS specifies the QoS that a service requires while a provided QoS specifies the QoS that a service provides. These two sorts of QoS specification are always used to constrain the QoS of ports. And in other situations, a QoS specification is a contract which is the QoS for universal purposes. And the type of QoS specification is determined by its attribute ContractType.
The following is the syntax of our QoS specification framework. Keywords are written with bold; Identifiers are written with italic; Non-terminals are written with normal style. ε stands for a null string. element * stands for that the element occurs zero or more times. element + represents that the element occurs at least once. QoSCharacteristicRef is the hierarchical reference identifier of a QoS characteristic. DimensionId is the reference identifier of a QoS dimension. 
Syntax of Our QoS Specification Framework

Architecture Description Framework
As most of the existing ADLs, our work also takes a compositional approach for building architectures. Components and connectors are first class citizens. They can be either atomic or composed by other components and connectors.
Components are computational units in software architectures entailing system functionalities, while connectors connect together components allowing communications between components. Every component and connector have behaviours represented in π-ADL, but the roles of the behaviours in components and in connectors is different. The behaviours of the components are computational action to deliver system functionalities. The behaviours in the connectors work as interaction protocols between components. Besides, components and connectors are also associated with QoS specification to specify their non-functional concerns, and some dynamic behaviours are determinated by the specific QoS values at runtime.
Ports, described in terms of the sets of connections, are interaction interfaces between components and connectors. QoS specifications are also associated with ports for the sake of the QoS based architectural mismatch check. Different from components and connectors, QoS values associated with ports are divided into two categories, provided and required ones. A provided QoS means that in this port the component or connector provide a service with this QoS. Correspondingly, a required QoS is referred to the QoS of the port which demands to be attached with the port providing a service. The QoS based architectural mismatch check is to make sure that provided QoS is conformed to required QoS when ports are attached.
A connection is a basic interaction point. Its architectural role is to provide a communication channel between two architectural elements. The relationship of the above concepts is illustrated by Figure 2 . 
Syntax of Our Architecture Description Framework Description of Components: component id is abstraction(parameters) {
QoS {QoS specification for the component}. attributes {free variable declarations}. ports {portDeclaration * } computation {computational behaviour described with π-ADL} } Description of Connectors: connector id is abstraction(parameters) { QoS {QoS specification for the component}. attributes {free variable declarations}. ports {portDeclaration * } routing {routing behaviour described with π-ADL} } Description of Architecture: architecture id is abstraction(parameters) { QoS {QoS specification for the component}. attributes {free variable declarations}. ports {portDeclaration * } configuration { configuration of the architecture described with π-ADL} } portDeclaration ::= id is port {connectionDeclaration + }where {portQoS} connectionDeclaration ::= connection id is in|out(DataType) portQoS ::= QoS is QoSSpecificationId QoSSpecificationDef QoSSpecificationDef is defined in the previous subsection. QoS SpecificationId is the hierarchical reference identifier of a QoS specification. The declaring QoS specification inherits all QoS values from QoSSpecificationId, and QoSSpecificationId can be also an empty identifier.
Because a QoS specification is accessible in our work, it is essential to develop a mechanism to refer to the values of QoS concepts. The syntax of the references to QoS concepts is illustrated as follows.
• Reference to a QoS specification of an architectural element: id::QoS,
where id is the identifier of an architectural element.
• Reference to a QoS value of a QoS specification: QoSSpecRef ::CharacteristicId, where QoSSpecRef is a reference to a QoS specification and CharacteristicId is the name of a QoS characteristic composing the QoS specification QoSSpecRef.
• Reference to a dimension of a QoS value: QoSValueRef ::DimensionId, where QoSValueRef is a reference to a QoS value and DimensionId is the name of a QoS dimension composing the QoS value QoSValueRef.
•
The QoS based Architectural Mismatch Check
Detecting architectural mismatch is a critical issue in software architecture design, and there has been significant work in the software architecture community in this direction. Architectural mismatch is defined by Garlan et al in [11] as "Architectural mismatch stems from mismatched assumptions a reusable part makes about the structure of the system it is to be part of ". In the same way, the QoS based architectural mismatch can be defined as that components assume that the environment will provide them services of certain QoS but the environment won't.
Architectural mismatch check is made at the port level rather than at the component level. And the QoS based architectural mismatch check in our approach is also made at the port level with the help of the QoS specifications associated with ports.
The QoS based architectural mismatch check can be implemented with π-AAL. Since the implementation in π-AAL is equivalent to the first order logic, we also present the equivalent representations in the first order logic to facilitate readers to understand. The above formula means that for every two connected ports, if one of them provides a service of certain QoS and the other one of them requires a service of certain QoS, the provided QoS should be better than the required QoS. In this formula, connect is a π-AAL predefined predicate to test whether two ports are attached. And conform is a predicate with two parameters of the type QoS The above formula means that for every pair of QoS values respectively included in the two QoS specifications, which are instances of the same QoS characteristic, the QoS value of the provided QoS should be conformed to that of the required QoS. According to the definition in 4.1, QoS specifications x, y are sets of QoS values, so a ∈ x stands for that a is a part of QoS specification x. CharacteristicName is an attribute of a QoS value storing the instance of which QoS Characteristic the QoS value is. As a result, a.Characteristic Name=b.CharacteristicName tests whether a and b are instances of the same QoS Characteristic. The method to determine this conformity is dependant on the data type of the QoS value. If the data type of QoS values is real or enumeration, the method is to compare the QoS values multiplied by their attributes ordering. The attribute ordering, Increasing, stands for value 1 and the ordering, Decreasing, represents value -1. While the data type of QoS values is set, the relation conformity is equivalent to that the QoS value in the required QoS specification should be the subset of the QoS value in the provided QoS.
The Application of the QoS based Architectural Mismatch Check
The QoS based architectural mismatch check is demanded in many cases. Suppose the following case. When implementing an architecture, existing components will be reused in most cases. To ensure whether the existing components are compatible with the architecture, architectural mismatch check is needed. And QoS is an significant factor in this check. The QoS based architectural mismatch check facilitates the component reuse. For instance, a low availability component mismatches with an architecture requiring high availability component and such mismatch will be found out through the QoS ∧ ∨ ⊆ ∧ ∧ ∧ ⊆ based architectural mismatch check. Further, to reuse this low availability component, the high availability architecture with redundant services in section 5 can be utilized.
CASE STUDY-A DYNAMIC HIGH AVAILABILITY ARCHITECTURE WITH REDUNDANT SERVICES 5.1. Background
In a service oriented computing environment, the availability of services is a critical issues in the design of software architectures. The high availability architecture with redundant services is a way to obtain a high availability service through composition of a number of redundant low availability services. Assuming that the availability of the service in hand is α and the required availability is β, the number of redundant services is log(1−α) (1−β) according to the theory of probability.
In this section, we will specify such a high availability architecture which is adaptable to the availability of the service in hand and the required availability. This architecture is composed of the component Portal, the meta component of the redundant services genericService and the connector Redirector.
The Portal is in charge of delivering data and answering to clients' requests in certain representing form. The generic-Service is the actual component that handles computational tasks. The Redirector selects an available service and redirects requests to it. This enables the Portal visits the redundant services in a transparent way. 
Definition of Utilized QoS Concepts
First of all, we define a small set of QoS concepts. Only two QoS categories, Reliability and Performance, are utilized in this example. The QoS characteristic availability is defined by two dimensions, MTTR (mean time to repair) and MTTF (mean time to failure), and a evaluation formula, MTTF/(MTTF + MTTR). The QoS characteristics delay and throughput are defined by the only default dimension value. 
Component Portal
Subsequently, we predefine some data types and then define the abstraction of Portal. All of the defined types are Any which will be refined into a specific type afterwards. The component Portal recursively takes in parameters from port show, parses them into request message which is sent through port request, and parses the result of the request into response message which is sent through port show. 
Component genericService
The component genericService takes in request message and outputs the result after computation through the port retrieve recursively. Meantime, the service may down or be repaired. As is specified in components Portal and genericService, Portal requires a service whose availability is 96% while genericService provides a service whose availability is only 90%. Therefore, redundant services are needed. 
Connector redirector
The connector redirector selects an available service from the list of redundant services and redirects requests from port request to port redirect. In this way, redirector enables Portal to visit the redundant services transparently. In this connector, the connections between redirector and genericService is built dynamically at runtime. 
The Whole Architecture
The architecture ReliableService is defined as an abstraction with a parameter of QoS specification. It will be instantiated by application with a parameter requirement:QoSSpecification that constrains the specific availability this architecture should provides. The input and output of port show is directly redirected to the port show of component Portal. In the configuration behaviour, a list of redundant services is built to satisfy the the specific availability, and then Portal and redirector are attached. To ensure QoS compatibility check, assign requirement::availability to redirector::request:: QoS::availability which is left unassigned when specifying the connector redirector. At (1), the QoS specification works as a parameter affecting the architecture. At (2), the QoS specification of component redirector receives feedback from the architecture.
The QoS based Architectural Mismatch Check
The QoS based architectural mismatch check will detect some QoS inconsistencies and violations at the stage of architecture design. For example, assume that the component genericService in section 5.4 is a rate service, Portal in section 5.3 is a terminal service at a currency trading station and Portal rely exclusively on genericService for rate information. Figure 4 shows the configuration of the above architecture. Such architecture can be described as follows. In this architecture, the availability of the rate service does not satisfy the requirement of the Portal. Such mismatch may make the delivered system unable to fulfil the customers' requirements. And the QoS based architectural mismatch check will detect the QoS violation in this architecture. In this way, the architect can decide to make use of the high availability architecture with redundant services at the stage of architecture design. software architectures for QoS-aware applications. The QoS specifications in this style are not only constraints serving for the QoS based architectural mismatch check but also accessible to architectures as important parameters for QoS negotiation and architecture evolution.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our approach presented here can be applied in the design of the software architectures for a service oriented computing environment, such as web service applications and grid computing applications. As illustrated by the case study in section 5, the concrete QoS Categories, QoS Characteristics, QoS Dimensions and QoS values can be defined by using the syntax of our QoS specification framework given in section 4.1 for writing QoS specification in software architecture design. When using π-ADL to describe the architecture of a software, the QoS specification can be associated with components and connectors to specify their provided and/or required QoS values. Moreover, certain constraints can be specified according to the application requirements in the architecture design, and the architectural mismatch can be detected by the support tools of π-AAL.
This paper is only an initial step. More work will be done to refine the QoS model utilized in our work and impose more QoS based constraints on architectures. For example, for a domain specific software architecture, this QoS model will be refined to be more suitable for this domain, and other domain specific QoS based constraints will be imposed on the architecture.
